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Question 1: Thermal properties of materials [20]

A cuboid room is perfectly isolated onall sides, except one. This side, 6m long and 2m high,is
25cm thick and showsa heat conductivity of 0.8W/(Km). The wall has no windows.

a) The temperature ofthe inner wall surface is 10°C, the temperature of the outer wall surface is

-10°C. Calculate the heat flow through the wall? (4)

b) Giventhat the heat transfer coefficient of the inside wall is 7W/(Km2), and that of the outside

wall is 20W/(Km7?),

(i) Calculate the heat flow through the wallif the air inside the room has a temperature of

20°C, and the air outside has a temperature of -20°C,

(ii) Whattemperatures do the inside and outside wall surfaces have, respectively? (8)

c) It is desired to keep the temperature inside the room at a constant value of 20°C, and a simple

heating device is to be installed to compensate for the heat loss. The heating elementis a simple
electric resistor, the emissive area of which is spherical. The surface ofthe sphere, an ideal
black-bodyradiator, is heated up to 350°C. What radius should the sphere have? (4)

d) Considerthat the heating exactly compensates the energy lost from the room through the

uninsulated wall. If the heating works with an efficiency of 80%, what amountofelectrical
energy does it consume during a day (24 hours), measured in kWh? (4)

o= 5.67+10% Wim?K?)
 

Question 2: Optical properties of materials [20]

A ray ofblue light, randomly polarized, travelling in air (n=1.0) is incident on the surface of a

transparent material (np = 1.6) at an angle of 45°.

a) Calculate the ratio of intensities for reflected s- and p-polarizedlight, Is/Ip. (8)

b) Which angle of incidence would you choseto use the surface as a polarizer? (4)

c) For normal dispersion, would the angle calculated in b) be higher or lowerfor red light? Justify
your answerin words. Nocalculation necessary. (4)

d) If it would be necessary to find a glass material where the difference between the angles

discussed in b) and c) (above) had to be remarkably less, would you choose a material with a
higher or a lower Abbe number? Justify your answerin words and with the help of a formula,
if necessary. (4)

 



Question 3: (Di)electrical properties of materials [20]

A static voltage of 10kV is applied to two identical capacitors arranged in parallel. Each of the two

capacitors, consists of two parallel metal plates each of area of 20cm?, separated by air, a distance

of 2cm.

a) Calculate (i) the capacitance of each of these capacitors, in pF, and

(ii) The amountof charge stored in each of the capacitors, in nC. (4)

b) (i) Explain what happens, at microscopic scale, to the capacitance, and to the chargestored,if
water (non-conducting) is brought betweenthe plates of one of the capacitors, so thatit
completely fills the gap between the plates?

(ii) Calculate the change with respectto (a). (4)

c) Calculate flux density and polarization inside the water-filled capacitor. (4)

d) Calculate the capacitance of the whole arrangement(filled plus unfilled capacitor). (4)

e) How will the water-filled capacitor behave,if not a static, but a high-frequency voltage is
applied, e.g. 300GHz. Explain in words and with the help of a sketch. No calculations. (4)

£0 = 8.85410C2J'm! g. (H2O) = 88

 

Question 4 Pulsed lasers for material patterning [20]

A Nd:YAGlaser system emits light pulses of wavelength 1064 nm, energy 5 mJ, and a duration

of 50 ps with a pulse rate of 2 kHz.

a) Calculate the numberof photons “contained”in one ofthese pulses. (4)

b) Calculate the pulse power and the average beam output powerofthis system. (3)

c) The beam’s cross section has a diameter of2mm. Whatis the average intensity of the

laser beam,hitting a workpiece perpendicularly, in W/cm? (3)

d) What is meant by the expression “cold ablation”? What is the energy of oneofthe laser’s
photons, expressed in eV? Wouldit be useful for this process? Why (not)? (4)

e) Wheninvestigating the ablation behaviorofthis laser, you may observe,that the ablation
rate is not increasing with increasing fluence but keeps constant. In words: Whatis the
most probable reason for that? And howcanthis problem be overcome by modernlaser
technology? (6)

h=6.626:1074Js. e@=1.19:107%As. co=3:108m/s.

 



Question 5: Etching of materials [20]

Anetchant, A, showsan etch rate of 4 um/min with respect to the wafer material 4,

independent of direction. As an etch mask,resist can be used.

a) (i) Whatis the anisotropy ofthis process?

(ii) Is such kind of process more likely a wet or a dry etching process? (2)

b) Using this etching process, you want to generate twocircular “pots” in a silicon wafer’s

surface which are separated 80um (rim-to-rim). The depth of the pots shall be 30um. The

full diameter shall be 100m. Design the mask underthe prerequisite that you have to use

a negative photoresist. (8)

c) How long do you needto etch to achieve the pots’ dimensionsgiven in a) with the mask

you have designed? (2)

d) Assumingthe pots are allowed to become bigger: How longare you allowed to over-etch,

if the pots shall be still separated from each other? Still use the mask from a). (4)

e) Provided, the selectivity of your etch process with respect to wafer material andresistis

20: Which minimum resist thickness you have to choose for c) and d)? (4)

 

Question 6: Polymer materials [20]

The formula below is the reduced structure formula of methylmethacrylate (MMA):

O

H _CH0Ko OH

CH3

a) Draw the complete structure of the molecule (with all atoms, all bonds; use the paper

space!). Numberall C-atoms from left to right. Numberalso all bonds. (5)

b) What kind of hybridization do the different C-atoms show? (2)

c) Whichorbitals are involved in the formation ofthe double bonds? (4)



d) Whicharea of the molecule is arranged as a “stiff” plane and which parts mayrotate,

around which axes? (3)

MMA maybepolymerizedradically to form PMMA (poly-MMA). Describe, in

wordsand formulae, how this reaction looks like and give the structure formula of

the polymer. (4)

Whatis the molecular weight of a PMMA molecule with 10° repeat units? (2)

Atomic massesfor C: 12; H:1; O: 16

END
  



ANNEX 1 - Formula Sheet: Materials Physics

Mechanical properties: stress o=F/A, strain =(I-lo)/lo=Al/lo, stress-strain curve o = f(g) = Ee

shear stress t=F/A, shear strain Ab/h=tany, t=Gtany, compressibility AV/Vo = -«p = -p/K

K = E/(3(1-2v)) G=E/(2(1+v)) —_E/G = 9/(3+(G/K))

Elastic energy Weer = E = J, F(s)ds = i Dsds = = Ds? or E= = = 5Ee

Thermal properties: Heat capacity C = AQ/AT, specific heat capacity c = AQ/(mAT)

Thermal expansion Ii - lo = (Ti - To), AV = yAT

Heat conductivity and heat transition: 4 = 7 = as |grad(T)| = aSAT = as (T1 -—T2)

H. transfer: 2 = Q = aAAT = aA(T1—T2), h. transition: ~ = Q =kAAT =kA(T1 —T2)

_ 2897,8 wm k

Stefan-Boltzmann law: = oAT* , Wien’s displacement law: ©” T

Optical properties: Snell‘s law: nisin(c) = nasin(B),

  

é . : __ tan(a@—-£) __ sin(a—f)
Someof Fresnel's laws: reflection coeff. 7, = entath) 3 = SincarBy’

transmission coeff. t.=r;+1, Natp=ni(rp+1) , reflectivity p=r?, transmissivity t=(n2cosB)/(nicosa)t?,

L(A
Brewster angle: tan Gg =n2/ni. critical angle: sin && =n2/m1, spectr.reflectivity R(A) = Fg)

Lambert-Beerlaw: I, (x, 2) = I,(A) exp[- a(A)x] I-(x,A) = Ip(A)10-° —Ig(I/Ip) = ODBel

Abbe number: v=(n(green)-1)/(n(blue)-n(red))

Electrical properties: resistanceR=pL/A,  electr. conductivity o = 1/p, p(T) = p(T))[1 + BCT —Tp)]

 

Current density j = 1/A = Q/tA = neAL/At = nev, electron mobility v = peE,

Lorentz force: F = q(@ x B), capacity ofa parallel plate capacitor Cy = & or

C= ErE05 flux density D=g,€9E Susceptibility ye =¢,-1, P=Eq CeE,

Magnetic properties: MF ofastraight wire: H(r) = Up “ep ; coil: H = *

magnetic flux density: By = MoH, B = Uou,H , B= pol + uoM =u(H+M) = po (H+

XmH) = woH(1+%m) Faradayeffect: B = VdB

Metallic materials: Force on charged particle in field E: Fey = qE = mi drift velocity: Vp = =F

. j  ne@t
Conductivity o = oo thermo voltage Utn = (Ss — Sa) DT

Magnetic materials: magnetic moment: 7m = IA, m= mp, t= ella;

Etching: Anisotropy: A =1 — —sferak 4 = 4 — Selectivity: S = “A-Material ¢ — Tit
Vvertical V100 VA-Mask Vi00


